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MDG Boston’s Ecosystem of Medical Device Industry Stakeholders Can
Help International Companies Secure North American Connections

Our mission includes supporting the greater medtech
community through forums, helping people make key
connections for expertise and resources, mentoring
students and early-stage professionals, and
reaching out beyond Boston and New England for
healthcare advancement everywhere.
-Jeff Karg, President of MDG Boston

Jeff Karg is President of MDG Boston (Medical Development Group of
Boston) and has over 30 years of experience in product development.
MDG Boston was founded in 2001 by four medical device industry
professionals to create a network of resources and stakeholders to
support medical device project development.
MDG Boston’s current leadership team includes Jeff Karg, Ilsa Webeck,
Glenn Wambolt, and an additional 6 other board members.
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In 2013, MDG added “Boston” to its
name to highlight its integral role in the
Boston ecosystem. The city ranks
number one for hospitals in the United
States, in addition to globally
recognized universities, R&D facilities,
and medical device developers.
For international medical device
manufacturers, finding connections in
the US market can be difficult. With an
abundance of potential stakeholders to
target, international companies often
struggle to determine where to start.
MDG Boston can help.

All-In-One Industry Networking
to Increase US Connections

MDG Boston offers a unique destination
for international companies to learn from
and connect with each type of industry
stakeholder.
The organization fosters a medtech
ecosystem through forums, which
showcase industry leaders presenting on
topics including cardiology, neurology,
robotics, AI, cybersecurity, and many
others.
Attendees include CEOs, directors,
researchers, and engineers, from major
medical device companies, product
developers, legal firms, Institutional
Review
Boards
(IRBs),
hospitals,
academic centers, and beyond. Each
represents a different piece of the
medical device ecosystem.
Its primary mission is to connect
professionals in the global medical device
industry to advance healthcare outcomes
everywhere. International developers
seeking to get front and center with
these companies can leverage forums.

MDG Boston’s Network is Expansive

Since transitioning online, its network has
reached over 3,500 registrants from 16
countries and 40 states. Being online
means there are no geographical
boundaries.

Recent Panelists Include Reps from Johnson & Johnson and Brown University

Each month, MDG hosts two topic-driven
forums led by industry experts, recruited
locally, nationally, and/or internationally,
as needed. Past panelists have included
representatives
from
top
local
institutions, like Brigham and Women's
Hospital, Harvard Medical School, and
Mass General Brigham Ventures, as well
as many large and small medical device
companies, both local and international.
The
forums
provide
networking
opportunities for participants to find
project development resources and for
businesses to find new clients.
International manufacturers can take
advantage, sharing their own expertise
during post-forum networking.

Leading Your Own Forum Discussions
as an International Developer

A Key Presenter Takes the Forum Stage

Karg further explains that “event
participants have the opportunity to
participate in a Q&A and make direct
connections with our panelists for oneon-one discussions at the events or
afterward, whether in-person or online.”

Companies can also become sponsors and
organize their own forums. These must be
education-oriented. MDG Boston works
closely with sponsors to meet their
audience’s expectations, which ensures a
positive medtech community reputation.

The key? Providing information potential
clients are seeking without sounding like
a sales pitch. Karg notes that “pulling
from industry expertise and lessons
learned” will always prove to create
better outcomes.

Everything from topic selection to “logo
placement on a speaker’s deck is judged.”

MDG Boston forums focus on providing
insights and practical knowledge for
medical
device
development.
Registrants
expect
panelist
presentations that are not sales pitches
nor technically focused, but rather
share how they started, overcame
challenges, and their plans for
commercialization.

MDG’s approach works: “We just got a
new sponsor from Canada. The VP of
Business Development told us that what's
really been effective for them in finding
new clients is doing informational seminars
and presentations. One of their [team
members] recently participated in our
forum and got a new client out of it.”

Entrepreneurial
case
histories
of
innovation brought to life by thought
and action leaders drawn from New
England, across North America, and
internationally (e.g., Asia, Africa,
Europe).

Information-oriented
content
can
accelerate your ability to successfully
connect with US stakeholders by creating
an early open dialogue for conversations,
not scaring prospects away with salesoriented messaging.

Forums provide a shortcut for sponsors
to find clients by asking filtering
questions
like
“why
are
you
interested…?” Sponsors can then use
this data to target clients far more
efficiently than cold calling.

According to Karg, participating in
industry forums is one of the best ways
to connect with the right US target
audiences at the right time.

Attendees Participate in Post-Presentation
Networking

Expanding Your US Presence Through a Network of GTM Options

MDG Boston Attendees Give Emerging Tech a Try

Connecting with an industry organization that features a stack of potential
stakeholders can help speed up market entry efforts. However, Korean
companies must also have their own core company infrastructure in place.
Groups can be leveraged as an avenue for market entry but will need
support from proper positioning and messaging points to actually secure
connections.

-Content by Shannon Lindahl, Global Business and Marketing Associate at BDMT Global

If you are interested in connecting with Jeff Karg or in working with MDG Boston please send an email to
sim@bdmtglobal.com

